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     Restriction of Signal Frequency for Thyratron Amplifier

             Kazuo NoHARA,* Suemitsu MiNAMoTo* and Kazuo MiyAKosHi*

                             (Received November 30, 1963)

        The present paper, in the first place, gives the principle to analyze the output signal

     of the thyratron amplifier in a double Fourier series. From this principle, the distribution

     of the spectra of sinusoidal frequency components, which are the compositions of the

     output signal of thyratron amplifier, their amplitudes and phase ang!es are derived. It is

     clarified that no harmonic component of the input signal appears in the output signal but

     the undesirable components, which give rise to its distortion, form spectral groups of

     which centers are located at even-multiples of the power source frequency. These compo-

     nents occur at intervals equal to the input signal frequency on either side of the center

     in each spectral group.
        In the latter part, the maximum frequency of the input signal for the linear ampli-

     fication characteristics, being attended with no distortion, is derived in a theoretical

     rnethod when the thyratron amplifier is followed by the low-pass filter being endowed

     with the ideal sharp-cutoff characteristics. For the linear amplification characteristics of

     thyratron amplifier, it is to be desired, with due regard to the practical use, that the

     input signal has the frequency lower than a quarter of the anode power source frequency

     when the available filter is employed. This fact is also supported by the experimental

     results.

                                  1. Introduction

    Thyratron amplifiers being able to perform the power amplification by employing

power switching devices such as thyratrons or silicon controlled rectifiers are very useful

for automatic control and telemetry owing to its high power rating, ethciency, stability and

simple circuit.

    If the ratio of signal frequency to anode source one in thyratron amplifier would exceed

a certain value, the distortion of the output signal is increased rapidly and lead to deviate

from a linear amplification characteristics. Although considerable attention has been paid

to the practical use, the theoretical analysis on the restriction of signal frequency to obtain

a linear amplification has not been performed. The analysis presented in this paper for

the spectra of output signal were performed by modifying the three-dimensional geometrical

configuration originally developed by W. R. Bennett.i) The distribution of the spectra of

output signal is illustrated and the character (location and amplitude) of the spectra that

disturb linear amplification is confirmed. '

                             2. Principles of Analysis

    As the input signai to the thyratron amplifier, a periodic voltage is assumed. In general

oase, the period of input signal 'and that of anode $ource are incommensurable and the

output signal is nonperiodic. Such nonperiodic waveform can be analyzed by applying

   * Department of Electronic Engineering, College of Engineering.
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        Fig. 1. Three-dimensional geometrical

               and its resulting waveforms.

suitable modification to Bennett's

    Though the thyratron amplifier can

it is practical that the sinusoidal one is

avaiable a.c[ source. Then, the analysjs jn th

power source is fed to the amplifier. The

geometrical configuration so that it may be in

in the drawing of Fig.1(a). This diagram

have been all parallel to each other ahd of
                         h
surface that is referred to as the XOY-plane.

along the X-axis. Now, consider one wall

by the value of sinx, ended in the line

surface perpendicular to the .XOY-plane

of '

                    x == n{1 -f( ov) }/2

The "alue of x is the difference between n

parallel to the X-axis, and f(bl) gives the

          (c)

          configuration

three-dimensional

     behave with

      applied

         diagram

        represents
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     including

        land

         periodic

               --.. ot

          for analyzing output signal

     geometrical configuration.

      the arbitrary waveform power source,

   as the anode supply vpltage because of

is paper is treated on the case the sinusoidal

       modified Bennett's three-dimentional

 conformity with this analysis, is illustrated

       part of a region in which many walls

identical shape. The walls rest upon a flat

There is one wall for every rr units of length

      into element, the height, x, is defined

     by x==n and its left side is the curved

    the curved line expressed by the relation

                             '
                '
 the width of the wall, measured along lines

      function repeated at intervals of 2n

                          '
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length in the Y-direction and defined by the relation of

                     -1;>f(y)$1

    Now, suppose that a AOA"-plane, perpendicular to the XOY-plane and including the

origin, is passed through the walls along the line OA in the drawing. When the inter-

sections of this plane with the walls are projected upon the XOZ-plane, likewise perpendicular

to the XOY-plane but including the X-axis, the resulting shadows will have the shapes

shown in Fig. 1(b) and may be thought of, on the whole, as a train of pulses. These

waveforms are represented by the double periodic function of which periods'  are n and 2n

with regard to x and or respectively. This means that the height of the configuration can

be expressed as afunction of x and bl by means of adouble Fourier series. And the

double Fourier series is designated F(x, y), shown as follows:

           F(x, y) = ± Aoo+.i;i(Aova cosnbl+Bon sinay)+;isii(Amo cos2mx+Bmo sin2mx)

                    oo ±oe                  += E]{Amncos(2mx+ay)+Bmnsin(2mx+ay)} (1)
                    mi=1 n==1

where,

           Amn+LiBmn== ;, Si"S,"F(a,rv)ej(2ma'"y'dedy (2)

                  (m==O, 1, 2, 3, ･･････, n==O, 1, 2, 3, ･･････)

In Eq. (l) , F(x, or) has the value of zero for x within the restriction of OSx<n{1-f(or)}!2,

and sinx for x of z{1-f(or)}12S.xSn. And therefore, Eq. (2) may be written as the

following equation.

           Amn+7'BptbnF ;2 Si"S:[,-f(,)}/s,inx'ej(2ma'caY)clrdy ･(3)

                                                    '
                  (m=O, 1, 2, 3, ･･････, n==O, 1, 2, 3, ･･････)

    If x and ov may be regarded as phase angles instead of distance as expressed in

               , :ny:-[Ilti l (4)
                   '
and the slope of OA is ratio between a to ca, the projected shapes shown in Fig. 1(b)

may be thought of as a train of rectified sine wave in which only the leading edge is

varied as to of(nt)!2, as shown in Fig.1(c). Referring to Fig. 1(a) and (c), next relation

is satisfied at the instance of 'ti when the leading edge of arbitrary i-th pu}sation occurs.

                         qi---n{1-f(evti)}/2 (5)
where, qi stands for the phase angle of ignition of the i-th pulsation, and O$q.Sn. The

expression for qi given by Eq. (5) is identical to that of the ignition phase angle of the output

signai in thyratron amplifier controlled by the saw-tooth bias voltage and input signal given

by ACIC(crt).2) The basic circuit of thyratron amplifier with saw-tooth bias voltage is shown

in Fig. 2. Thyratrons, Thi and Th2, connected in a single-phase full wave. rectifier type
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with respect to the anode source voltage, Em sintut, are controlled by the resultant voltage

of input signal, A<IC(cut), and the saw-tooth bias voltage, of which period is equal to a half

of that of anode source voltage and peak to peak value is 2A'. The output voltage, E(t),

of this amplifier can be expressed as Eq. (6) by inserting the relationship of Eq. (4) into

Eq. (1).

                                             '     E(t) " ; Aoo+.il],{Aon cos(nut)+Bon sin(nut)}+.Eee]iAmo cos(2mcat)+B.o sin(2mtot)}

              ee ±eo            += X{Am.cos(2mca+na)t+Bm.sin(2mca+na)t}. (6)
             mpt1 nd±1

    In Eq. (6) , the first term Aoo!2 is d. c. component of the output voltage. The frequency

components of the second term correspond to the fundamental one of input signal voltage

and its harmonics. The third term gives the even-multiple components of anode source

frequency. And the fourth term represents the harmonic components located, in the

spectra of output signal, on either side of the spectrum given by the third term at intervals

of a. In other words, frequencies of the components represented with this term are the

sum and difference of even-multiples of anode source frequency and integral-multiples of

input signal one. Assuming that the maximum value of the anode voltage is unity, the

amplitude of each component may be given from Eq. (3).

    Now, consider the output waveform of another thyratron amplifier, of which average

load voltage is proportional to the input signal voltage and instantaneous load voltage is to

be analyzed in the following sections, having an input signal voltage E, sinat as shown in

Fig. 3. This thyratron amplifier has the same circuit as that of Fig. 2 except that the

saw-tooth bias voltage in the control grid circuit is replaced with the sinusoidal one given

by Eq. (7).

     g(cat)= lllpt [SX'sintutddit-->-i,Tsintutdot]=- Ekm coscat :-Acostot (7)

where, k is. an arbitrary constant indicating the ratio of E.IA.

    In order that thyratron amplifier can play a role normally without saturation, the

amplitude of input signal E, must be not larger than that of the specified bias voltage A

at any occasion. Assuming that M stands for the ratio of E, to A and OSMSI, next

          Sinusoida[ SinLisc)idul         power source peNver source

         '         ' tt-

Th,
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.

Fig. 3. Basic circuit of thyratron amplifier

       with specified bias voltage.

Load

Fig. 2. Basic circuit of thyraton amplifier

       with saw-tooth bias voltage.
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;qoUsiatl.tOenhi'aSlftOcybceleSaotfiStfiheedaantodtehes:npSptlaynCveolttpaagteh.at the ignition occurs in an arbitrary p.th

                  cosqp=Msinatpa (8)
where, qp is the firing angle in the p-th positive half cycle and OSqpS.n.

    On the other hand, if the input signal, A{f(at), of saw-tooth method thyrtron amplifier

shown in Fig. 2 is that of Eq. (9),

                  Alf(at) == A' [1- {2 Cos-' (M sin at) ln}] (9)

at the instance of ignition in the p-th positive half cycle, the relation of Eq. (10) is derived

from Eq. (5) and Eq. (9) '
                  cosq6 =Msin at6 (10)
where, q"s the firing angle in the p-th positive half cycle and 05q6S.z.

    Referring to Eq. (8) and Eq. (10), it is apparent that the output signal waveform

obtained by applying a simple sinusoidal input signal, AMsinnt, to the thyratron amplifier

shown in Fig. 3 is identical with that of saw-tooth method thyratron amplifier,shown in

Fig. 2 with provisos that the input signal represented by Eq. (9) and the identical anode

voltage with the former must be employed. In this case, the spectra of output signal

obtained from each thyratron amplifier ought to be identical, of which distribution and

amplitudes can be derived from Eq. (6) and Eq. (3), respectively, by inserting Eq. (11).

                                                                    '                  f(y) :1-{2Cos"'(Msinor)ln} (11)

                                                   ..t
      3. Calculation of Harmonic Component Amplitudes in Output Signal

    Referring to Eq. (3),Eq. (4) and Eq. (11),the amplitudes of all components in the

output signal yielded when the simple sinusoidal input signal, AMsinat, is fed into

thyratron amplifier of Fig. 3, they are corresponding to all termes expressed in Eq. (6),

can be calculated, provided that the maximum value of anode voltage is unity, as follows:

i. D.C. component
    The d.c. cornponent, Aoo!2, in the output signal is given by Eq. (12) with a simple

procedure of inserting m==O, n==O into Eq. (3)

            A200 == 21.z S2,"S.T.,-,(.s,te,gyclxdy= i.2 Si" (1+M sinor)dy " ; (12)

ii. Component corresponding to Signal Frequency

    The component corresponding to the signal frequency is given by Eq. (13) when m==O

and n=1 in Eq. (3).

      Ao! +i'Bei= il2 SiT S.".,.,,. ,s,i.n,,ar'e'vdaifl. y=i Lili, SiT(i + iv4 ?insy)elrdy =r.i, `l¥! (i3)

                                       t ttiii. Harmonic Components of Signal Frequency '
    By inserting m=O, nl2 into Eq. (3), the harmonic components are given by following



      = n2(4m2-1) S, [--2--eXP{7'2M COS"i(Msiny)} [1'm sin{Cos"'(Msinor)}

           -'ll-cos{cos"'(Msinor)}]]dy

      = n2(4.-2inv1) Si"dy

           + 2n2(4h2-1) Siit [(2M in 1) cos{(2m+1) Cos-i(M sinor)}

           -･ (2m +1)cos{ (2m --･ 1) Cos-i (M sinor) }] dy

           + 2n2(41h2-1) Si"[(2m'1) sin{(2m+1) Cos-'(Msiny)}

           -- (2m+ 1) sin{ (2m -1) Cos"' (M sin bl) }] dy

where, the terms of cos{(2m+1) Cos"'(Msincr)} and

respectively as follows:

    cos{ (2m +1) Cos-'(M siny) }

     = -l}-(2Msinor)2m"i+ll-j;Ml.,(-1)'` 2M.+! 1 [itL.i.,(2m-k+1)](2Msiny)2 pt'"')'i

               '
    cos{ (2m-1) Cos-i (M sinor) }

      = -ll- (2M sin y) 2m-'+{I}- r8,i (' i) r 2M.-! i [ill.1,(2m -:--k-1) ] (2M sin or) 2 'm-')'-'

                                                                       (16)

and the value of second term in Eq. (15) results in zero because the relation of Eq. (17)

           SiTsin2s+iydy :o (i7)
Therefore, the real term, Apto, of Eq. (15) is given by Eq. (18).

           Amo= n2(4-m12-1) SiTdy=n(4m-22-1) (18)

The imaginary term, Bmo, is given by Eq. (19) by expanding sin{(2m+1) Cos-'(Msinkw)}

and sin{(2m-1) Cos-i(Msinov)} into the infinite power series with respect to Msiny,
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       '    Aon +.iBon =-ill, Si" S.".,-.,<. ?l'.n,f'ej'"v clscdy=:-ilr, Si" (1+M siny) 'ej"ydy =o (14)

                                       tt                                                                   '
From Eq. (14) , it is apparent that harmonic components do not appear in the output signa]

of thyratrom amplifier.

iv. Even-Multiple Harmonics of Anode Source Frequency

    By insreting mll and n=O into Eq. (3), amplitudes of the even-multiple harmonics

of anode source frequency, which are indicated by the third term in Eq. (6) are represented

as follows:

                             '
    Af,bo -l:.iBvno = -il7, Si" S:.,",(.s,i,n.,:,t 'ej2mm(lardy

           -2 2T 1

(15)

cos{(2m-1) Cos"i(Msinpt)} expanded
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B -' 2.2( (iS),Mny1) Sl.rr[(2m-1){1-(2.+1)2 .

                 22                                    22     eo (22-2m -･-1 ) (42-2m+1 )･･･ (2r-2 -2m+1 )

mo-

  xz
   r =1

Amplijier

(2r) !

            2
"e ･ (22-2m-1 ) (42-2m-

 (M sin y) 2r}

1 )･･･ er-2 -2m-1 )

75

        +(2m+1) {1- (2m-1)2,¥, (2r)!

        × (M sin y) 2r] dy

                                                         2
       == (-12).℃4M Si"[4.l-1 -.il), (12-4M2) (32-4(M2.2)) iT''(2r'"3 -4M2) (Msinpt)2r]dy

                                                 -2       = (-llM4M [4.,1nv1 L,¥i, (12-4M2) (32ij4(M.3i''(2r-3 '-4M2) (-ll;()27 ag)

   The amplitudes of harmonic components, of which frequencies are equal to the even-

multiple of anode sour6e frequency, are given by the next equation. "

    Amo+]'Bmo='; [4.ik + (-1)'"ti4m{4.l-1

                                         -2              -,Z, (12-4M2) (32-4(Mti)) ',''. (2r-3 h4M2) (lliZI)2"}] (2o)

v. Components corresponding to Sum and Difference of Even-Multiples Qf Anode

   Source Freqnency and Integral Multiples of Input Signal Frequency

   By inserting mlll;1, nll into Eq. (3), the amplitudes of components, Amn+LiBmn, in-

dicated by the fourth term in Eq. (6) and located, in the spectra of output signal, at distances

of integral multiples of input signal frequency from the position of even-multiples of anode

source frequency are represented by Eq. (21).

    Amn +.iB7nn= ndn12 Si." S err.,-,(. ,sii.n,) rc ' ej(2MX'"Y)dedy

      " n2 (4-.22 - o S,2"eJny [-l}- -exp{j'2m cos'-' (M sin y) } []'m sin{cos-' (M sin or) }

           --l}r cos{cos"i (M sinor) } ] ]dy

     == 2.2 (4jlh2-1) [S:"cos ay [ (2m- 1) cos{ (2m+1) cos-i (M siny) }

                                                      '      '           - (2m+ 1) cos{ (2m-1) Cos-i (M sin or) }] dy

           -Sirr sin ay [ (2m- 1) sin{ (2m+ 1) Cos-' (M sin y) }

           - (2m+1) sin{ (2m-1) Cos-' (M sin or) }] dy

           +iii"sin ay [ (2m- 1) cos{ (2m+1) Cos-i (M sin y) }

           - (2m+1) cos{(2m-1) Cos-' (Msiny) }]dy

           +1'SiTcos ay [ (2m-D sin{ (2m+ 1) Cos" (M sin y) }

           -(2m+1) sin{ (2m-1) Cos-i (M sinor) }]dy] (21)
                     '
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The first term in the bracket of Eq. (21) can be calculated'by expanding cos{(2m+1)

 × Cos-i (M slny) } and cos{ (2m- 1) Cos-' (M sin or)} into power series with respect to 2M sinor

and is equal to zero. And by expanding sin{(2m+1) Cos-i(Msinor)} and sin{(2m-1)

 xCos'i(Msiny)} into infinite series, the second term is given by Eq. (22).

         '                                      '     (-1)m4m (4m2- 1) SiTsin ay{ 4m21-1

                                       2           -,¥, (12-4M2) (32-4(M2.2))i''(2r-3-4M2) (Msiny)2r}dy (22)

                                                         '                                        '                                '
As the relation of Eq. (23) is approved, the integration of the second term in Eq. (21)

beeomes zero.
                                                 '                                                                    '                  S2,"sin ay sin2': ydy=o (23)

Then, the value of the real term, Amn, in Eq. (21) ought to be zero. The value of

imaginary term, Bmn, can be calculated from the third term and the fourth in like manner

mentioned above and given by Eq. (24)

     -li-SiTsin ay[(2m-1) (2Msin ov) 2m'i+ (4m2-1),#, (-r 1! )' [2,'ll.i.(,2m-k+1)]

           × (2M sin rv) 2(M-')"- (2m + 1) (2M sin bl) 2M" - (4m2- 1)

           xr¥,i ( -. 1! ) r [ir!i.'. ,(2m - k- i) ] (2M sin y) 2 rm-r)-i] dy

     ' ="i(4m2-1).;,[(-1)'r!(?2Mm--rirl;i)! (2M)2(m"')"S,2rrsinaysin2(m'r)'iordy] (24)

In general, sin2S"ipt is expanded in the form of the following equation.

           sin2S'ior = 212, ,ZS- o( - 1) S'i(2S l+ 1 ) sin (2s - 21 + 1) or

When n is even or n is odd number larger than 2(m-r) +1, in other words r is larger

than m- (n-1)12, the following relation is approved.

                 SiT sinn y. sin2(m-')+i b,dy= :o

                                    'When n is odd and nS2(m-r) +1, or rSm-(n-1)12,

                              '
           Si"sin ay･sin2`m""'ordy= (mx2i22iZ.-)i'/2 (.ll(.M-.7-t.')M+i)l12)"

                              '
is approved. The third term in the bracket of Eq. (21) is zero if n is even. If n is odd,

it may be expressed as follows:

                                       '           2zm (4m2 - 1) (-1) (n"i)i2 M'-tfi.i-oi)i2 [ (- 1) rM2(m-r)+i

             × r! {m -r- (n -(i)Mli}r! ih)l' r+ (n+i) !2}!] (2s)

This may be briefly summarized in the following outline. The value of the third term in
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Eq. (21) is zero in both cases that n is even and n is odd, n>2nz+1. Ifnis odd,

nS2m+1, it may be expressed as Eq. (25), The fourth term of Eq. (21) is given by the

following expression by adopting the similar step to Eq. (19).

                                                                           '     (-1) ""i4m (4m2-1),#,[ (12-4M2) (32-4(M2r2)) i'' (2r-32-4M2) M2rSiTcos ay sin2rydy]

                            ･ (26)
where,

           sin2'b,= 2,1.-., [tLi(-1)"`(21r)cos(2r-21)or+-l}-(2.r)]

                                           'If n is odd or n is even, r<n/2;

           S:"cos ay ･ sin2':s,dy= o

If n is even, rln12;

           Si"cos ns,･sin2nydy = (S,i.)-i"i2 ( r-?Z/2) )n

is approved. Therefore, the integration of the fourth term in the bracket of Eq. (21) is

zero when n is odd, and i,f n is even it is expressed as follows:

                                                      2    (- 1) pt'(ni2)"' ･ snm (4m2 - 1) , iee].i,[ (12- 4M2) (32 - 4(M2;)) '!' ' (2r in 3 - 4M2) (-tll(1)2r (r - ?Z/2) )]

                                             '                                                        2    = (-1)m'(n!2"i･szm(4m2-1),=zee.i,(12-4{M.2) ((3.2!in2)4}M! 2{).'l'I((2illE)3}i 4M2)(-ZllC)2" (27)

   Referring to Eq. (21)'vEq. (27), Amva+LiBmn may be expressed as follows:

when n is odd and nS2m+1,

   Aua +LiBmn
    El･( ml)(n-i)i2J2 7M- (t"ii)i2 [( -1)'M2(m-r'"i.! {.-.- (.-(12)Mt2nv}I ihtt r+ (n+1)!2} !]

                                                                       (28)

when n is odd and n>2m+1,

           Amn+iBmn'=O (29)
when n is even,

                                   '2    =v'(-1)M"(ni2"i 4.M ,l.ii.,,[ (12-41I¥.23I((3il-Xlilgi).'i'[2.r12-)? !-4M2) (-Y)2'] (3o)

                     4. Restriction of Signal Frequency

   ln the above mentioned calculation, it was founded that there was no harmonic component

of signal frequency but undesired frequency components distributed on either side of even

multiples of anode source frequency in the output spectra. These undesired frequency

components located at intervals of sSgnal frequency in the spectra give rise to distortions
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                    'which cause the deviation from the linear output characteristics of thyratron amplifier.

    Fig. 4 shows the amplitudes of frequency components calculated with digital computer

for the range from zero to five of m and various value of M, assuming the ratio of tu to

a is 10. The variation in value of tu!a shifts only the relative positions of frequency

component corresponding to signal frequency and those distributed in the vicinity of even-

multiples of anode source frequency of which amplitudes are kept constant.

'

'

o
a 2to4o 6to 8te 10to

M-1.0

'

o
a 2o4te 6te 8to 10to

M -- O.8

=.,""L-.-

X
a

2to4tu 6to 8ca 10ut

T
1

o
a

2to 4ca6te 8to   IOte

M-O.4

O2to4w-a 6(ti

M-O.2
8calw

O2cD4ca 6e)8rp10o
                    M･-o.6 M-:O
                 Fig. 4. Spectra of the output signal of thyraton amplifier.

                                                                            '    It is interpreted that the amplitudes of undesired frequency components mentioned

above, in general, are decreased rapidly as the center frequency (even-mutiple frequency

of anode voltage) increases. The frequency components having relatively high frequency

among these undesired components, of which amplitude is much smaller than that corres-

ponding to signal frequency and locations are in far distance from it, may be eliminated from

the output signal by employing a well-

designed low-pass filter between thyratron

amplifier and the Ioad so that they may not

affect the linear amplification characteris-

tics. It is noted that the undesired

frequency components having the possi-

bility of exerting the bad influence upon

the linear characteristics of thyratron

amplifier are those which occur in the

vicinity of the second harmonic component

of anode source frequency. And the

character of these components will be
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Fig. 5. Thyratron amp!ifier with low-pass filter.

in the following expressions.

                     '
component of anode source frequency which
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                                              'may be calculated with inserting m =1 into the third term of Eq. (15) and evaluating its

integral, is given by the following expression rather than the infinite series form obtained

from Eq. (20).

    Bi,o== 6;, S,2T [sin{3 Cos-i (M sin bl) } -3 sin{Cos-' (M sin or) }] dy

        = i? S,T/2 (1-M2 sin2bl) dy=-(3nyi?-,-{2(2-M2)E(M)- (1-M2)K(M)} g31)

                                                                             '
where, K(M) and E(M) indicate the complete elliptic integral of the first kind and the

second, respectively Referring to Eq. (18) and Eq. (31), the absolute value of the second

harmonic component of anode source frequency is given by

     VAI,o+BZo = 32. Vl+(32.)2{4(2-M2)E(M)-2(1-M2)K(M)}2 (32)

The frequency components located at jntervals of the signa] frequency, with the second

harmonic component of anode source frequency as their center, can be separated into two

groups in which n is odd and even as mentioned in the previous section. From Eq. (29),

if n is odd number, only the components of Bi,i and Bi,3 are in existence, of which ampli-

tudes are represented as follows:

                  B,,,== (M3-2M)/2rr (33)
                  Bi,3 =M3/6n (34)
If n is even numbers, Bi,n-components are in existence for the even numbers of 21.Sn$oo,

according to the theoretical analysis as shown in Eq. (30). The frequency components

of Bi,n may be considered to occur over the infinite frequency band-width. Referring to

Eq. (30), the values of Bi,n are on simple decrease regardless of the value of n being even.

Each maximum value of Bi,n is expressed with Eq. (35) , by inserting M=:1 into the fourth

term in bracket of Eq. (21) and'evaluating the integral.

                  Bi,nimax.)=16/ (n2-32) (n2m12) n2 (35)

Eq. (35) shows that the maximum value of Bi,n decreases rapidly according to the increase

of n.

    By making use of Eq. (30) A-Eq. (35) , the ratio between the amplitude of each frequency

component to that corresponding to signal frequency is given as a function of M in Fig. 6.

It may be found in Fig. 6 that the amplitude of Bi,. decreases rapidly according to increase

of n and decrease of ML For examp]e, its value for n= 6, M=-1 is observed as O.54 per cent

of the component corresponding to signal frequency. When n is larger than six, its va]ue

is so small that it may be neglected in practical use. From practical point of view, the

frequency band-width of the undesired frequency components located in the vicinity of the

second harmonic component of anode source frequency may be considered to be the region

of 2tu±6ev. And it may be considered that no undesired frequency component to distort

the output signal is in the frequency region lower than 2tu-6a.

    On the basis of the theoretical analysis mentioned above, the distributions of undesired
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frequency components for M= 1, in the

neighbour of the signal frequency are

shown in Fig.7(a) and (b). Fig. 7(a)

shows the distribution for the case that

the signal frequency is suraciently small

compared with the anode voltage one.

The undesired frequency components giv-

ing bad influence to the amplification

characteristics form a cluster in the

vicinity of the second harmonic component

of anode source frequency, may be elimi-

nated by a proper filter. If the signal

frequency is re]atively high as shown in

Fig. 7(b), the undesirable frequency com-

ponents may be distributed in wider region

so far from the second harmonic com-

ponent of anode source frequency that

some of them may come close to the

signal frequency or get into the lower

frequency region than it. In such a case,

it becomes dithcult to eliminate all of
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the undesired frequency componts even if the filter may be employed and those left from

filtering give rise to the distortion component in the output signal. Thyratron amplifier

can perform the ideal linear amplification without distortion for the ultra low frequency

signals of which frequencies are suMciently low but brings the distortion on its output

signal, which loses the linear amplification characteristics, for the signals having higher

frequencies than a certain value.

    The upper limit of input signal frequency that can be amplified without distortion is

swayed also by the characteristics of filter employed and can not be determined readily,

However, it may be considered that the undesired components do not occur in the lower

frequency region than the frequency of 2diny6a in practical use as mentioned above, and

therefore the Iinear amplifications of the ultra low frequency signals, having the frequency

lower than 2tu17, can be performed without distortion by thyratron amplifier with the low-

pass filter having ideal sharp cutoff characteristics.

    Practically, if the low-pass filter having cutoff frequency of 2ca/8 and attenuation of

24db/oct. is employed, all undesired frequency components besides the even-multiple frequ-

ency components of anode voltage are less than O.04 per cent of the component corresponding

to signal frequency. The value
of the second harmonic com- ･ ･･ ･ ･ ･ ･ . . . . . .1!1,-t.--sec･.

ponent of the anode source Ssg = /4 (a) di!2z!=60 c/s
                                     'g;e.q".2nXY,ill.I2'hCb.LS,,l.Pf,i,rg,ei ):-kd. (b) a/2T=-icis

ency components of it and

increasedaccordingtodecreasing '･ ･ ･ ･ ･ ･ -y12i--
of M, is about O.021 per cent " (a) o!2re=60 c/s
of the component corresponding                                 .Zi[ ))) (b) a/2n--5c/s
to signal frequency for M--1

and does not exceed O.36 per cent

for M=O.1. Since thyratron 1/l20 sec.
                                  .,,..,...r..･･････ J.- F= '''''amplifier is designed, in general,
                                 t=Xsc= (a) o12z=-60c!s
so that it may not work under

                                 U (b) a!2z=10 clsthe condition that M is ex-

tremely small, the frequency

component of 2pt is suthciently
                                                           1/120 sec.
small compared with that of a ''''''-'J'''''''''''''''''''rgk････
                                  /Av< (a) o!2z-=6o cls
and can be neglected in practical

                                  - (b) a/2z=15 c!suse.･ It is noted that the ultra

low frequency signals having (a) input signal (b) output signal
the frequencies lower than 2tu18 Fig. s. oscmograms of output signals･

can be amplified without distor-

tion if thyratron amplifier is followed by a proper low-pass filter.

    Fig. 8 shows the oscillograms of output voltage for input signals having various frequ-

encies, which is observed with thyratron amplifier employing two L-type low-pass filters
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connected in cascade as shown iu Fig. 5. The values of element$ composing these filters

must be determined so that
thyratron amplifier may behave (db) 20

in normal manner,3) in other

words, the current flowing through i5

two inductors of the filter may

be continuous. The attenuation .=o..lo
                                       -
characteristics of low-pass filter =
                                       emeasured for the load resistance. <-" s

which is used in this experi-

ment.are shown in Fig. 9. It o
will be seen from the oscillograms

in Fig. 8 that thyratron amplifier -5
                                          1 2 4 6810 20 40 60 801oo
has the ideal linear amplification
                                                       Frequency (c/s)
characteristics for input signals
                                      Fig. 9. Attenuation characteristics of low-pass filter
of which frequencies are lower used in experirnental amplifier of Fig. 5.

than 2tu18.

                                   5. Conclusioins

    It ha$ been known that there are certain restrictions on the maximum frequency of

ultra low frequency input signal which may be amplified without distortion by thyratron

amplifier. However, it has not been analyzed in theoretical method.

    In order to give the basis of determining the maximum frequency of input signal, the

spectra of output signal in thyratron amplifier were analyzed by modifying the three-

dimensional geometrical configuration developed by W. R. Bennett. From the analysis in

this report, the character of the frequency components causing the distortion in the output

signal was revealed. The maximum frequency of input signal to be amplified without

 distortion by thyratron amplifier was determined by theoretical method. And these

re.sults were confirmed by experiments. The analysis gave the results mentioned above

as well as the useful data to design the filter to be connected to thyratron amplifier by

clarifying the distribution of spectra in the ou,tput signal. It is sure to be useful ground

for the development in the practical use of thyratron amplifier.

                                     Appendix

  ttt
    Derivation of Eq. (1) and Eq. (2).

    Now, suppose that a plane instead of AOAt-plane, perpendicular to the XOY-surface

and including the straight line y='ori, parallel to the X-axis, ･is passed through the walls.

When the intersections of this plane with the walls are projected upon XOZ-plane, the

resulting shadows will be, as a whole, a train of pulses, each of them having the identical

shape. This train of pulses is periodic with respect to x in intervals of z and the resulting

figure, F(x,or!), may be represented by a simple Fourier series as follows:
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           F(x, bli) =:-ll-ao(ori) +.=eute,{am(ovi) cos 2mx+bm(ori) sin 2mx} (36)

                '           ain(ori) :-IlmS:F(x, yi) cos2mxclt , (37)

           bm (yi) ==;S:F(x, ovi) sin 2mxdu ' (38)

           '                 (m =O, 1, 2, 3, ･･-･･･)

The values of the coethcients am(bli) and bm(ori) depend upon that of ori and are periodic

with respect to or in intervals of 2n. In general, am(or) and bm(y) may be expanded into

the simple Fourier series as follows:

           am( y) =icmo+.Xe"e ,(cma cos ay+dma sin ay) (39)

           bm(y) ==tctho+.ZO-e ,(c"n cos ay+d4hn sin ay) (40)

                 (m=O, 1, 2, 3, ･･････)

wheres

           cmn == -;i- SiTam(bl) cos aydy (41)

           dhb.=;SiTam(3,) sin aydy (42)

           c)tn='li-SiTbnb( y) cos aydy (43)

           d4}n=ti2,rr bm(si) sin aydy (44)
                 (m==O, 1, 2, 3, ･･････, n=O, 1, 2, 3, ･･････)

   From Eq. (37) and Eq. (41), cm. is represented by the following expression.

    cmn= :tSiT{{leS:F(x, or) cos 2mxde} cos aydy

                    '       .., t, {s:T s,TF (.l bl) ..,(2..+ay) dudy+ Si" SgF(., y) ..,(2..- ay) de,l,,}

And, dmn, c"n and dhn are given by Eq. (46), (47) and (48) in similar operations to c...

    dmn= -IIT, {!iT i:F( c, y) sin(2m c+ay)d udy -- Si" SgF(r, y) sin(2mx-ay) dardy}

                                                                       (46)

                          '    ca.= l, {S:" S,TF(x, or) sin(2mx+ay) ctvdy + Sir S,"F(x, bl) cos (2mx- ay) dydy}

                                                                    - (47)

    dim= -IIT, {Sir S:F(x, bl) cos(2mx+ay) dedy- SiT S,"F(x, ov) cos(2mx-ay) dudy}

                                                                       (48)
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From Eq. (36), Eq. (39) and Eq. (40), F(x,y) is expressed as,

    F(x,cr) = S ao(or) +i.e.,{ ; c..cos2mx+-5-ca, sin2mx}

     + .=ee=i .ii;i{(cmn cos ay+ dmn sin ay) cos 2mx+ (c"n cos ay+ dinn sin ay) sin 2mail

                                                                    (49)
Inserting the relations of Eq. (45)'.-Eq. (48) into the coedicients in Eq. (49) and collecting

like terms, F(x,N) is rewritten as follows:

    l7 (x, or) == -ll-Aoe +.¥i (Aon cos ay +Bon sin ay) +.ZOsO i(Amo cos 2mx+Bmo sin 2mx)

             ee ±ee          +Z Z {Amn cos(2mx+ay)+Bmn sin(2mx+ay)} (50)
               n=±1            msl
where,
                                                        '
          Amn=-ilT, S:"S,TF(", or) cos(2mx+ay) clscdy (51)

                                      '          Bmn == -iliT, Si" !,TF(x, or) sin(2mx+ay) dedy (s2)

                (m=O, 1, 2, 3, ･･････, n=O, 1, 2, 3, ･･････)

From Eq. (51) and Eq. (52), Amn+jBmn is expressed as follows:

          Amn +LiBmn== l, SiT S,"F(x, y) ･eJ(2ma'"v)dedy (s3)

                (m==O, 1, 2, 3, ･･････, n=O, 1, 2, 3, ･･････)
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